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                    Using modern techniques and cutting-edge technologies, our team at Crown House Dental Practice can gently and effectively perform root canal treatments to save a tooth from decay and infection.

Root canal treatments treat and remove the infection in the interior of the tooth – sometimes also known as the ‘dental pulp’. At Crown House Dental Practice, we know that root canal treatments have something of a negative reputation, but modern techniques and technologies mean there’s no reason for such worries. We’ve also taken care to create a relaxing and welcoming environment that makes our patients feel comfortable and at home – even when receiving a root canal treatment.

FAQs

Why do I need a root canal treatment?

Root canal treatments treat infection at the root/interior of the tooth, which is usually caused by tooth decay or an injury of some kind. If left untreated, such infection can go on to cause very painful abscesses, loose tooth/teeth, and either the loss of or extraction of the infected tooth.

How long does a root canal treatment take?

In most cases, root canal treatments can be carried out over just two appointments – in some cases, they may be even fewer. In cases of more advanced decay, our dentists may have to treat the tooth over the course of 2 – 3 appointments. This won’t affect the cost of your treatment.

What happens during the treatment?

First, we’ll numb the area being treated and apply a local anaesthetic, so you’re comfortable and pain-free throughout the treatment. Then, the root canals will be cleaned, the infection removed, and the area thoroughly disinfected. We’ll then apply a rubber-type material to stop the infection from occurring again.

Will I need a crown?

Some patients will need to have a crown placed in order to ensure the tooth in question is restored to full function. This is decided on a case-by-case basis and will be dependent on how much infection is present and how much of the natural tooth has been damaged or destroyed.
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						What a wonderful experience I had, from the moment you walk in a reassuring smile from the receptionist Norma and...
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						I have been a patient here for a while and have just seen the new dentist, Dr Kav Chadha. He...
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						These guys helped me out at incredibly short notice when I was in absolute agony with an abscess. A and...
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						Absolutely superb dental practice. Sorted out emergency dental work very quickly. Without a doubt the best dentist I have ever...
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						Excellent experience. Dr Kaval Chadha is professional, and thorough and quickly put me at ease; no pain and a great...
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                                                        Our range of cosmetic treatments will give you the smile you deserve.
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                                                        We can help you achieve a brighter smile – safely and effectively.
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                                                        Invisalign® aligners can straighten teeth quickly, safely and effectively.
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                                                        Innovative, comfortable solutions for all your dentistry needs.
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              At Crown House Dental Practice we’ve created a calm, relaxing environment, a place for patients to feel comfortable and at home, and we love being able to help our patients achieve the smile of their dreams.
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                                                                                        [image: Jackie]        
                            Jackie            11:09 28 Mar 24
                                            Visited yesterday for checkup/scale and polish. Been without a dentist for three years, so was nervous. There was no need! Kav was absolutely lovely. Didn’t need any treatment (fillings, etc). Kav just gave some sound advice to prevent future problems. Very caring and took on board my worries. Also met Shannon and Sarah who are a wonderful part of the team. Very friendly. Have already booked my next checkup! Would highly recommend this dental practice!            
        
    
                                    [image: A J]        
                            A J            10:14 25 Mar 24
                                            I was very happy with my treatment today. I had a filling done on a front tooth and it really was pain free throughout. All the staff are very pleasant.            
        
    
                                    [image: Esther Ashford]        
                            Esther Ashford            13:49 15 Dec 23
                                            I'm not a fan of the dentist and was concerned when the new owners took over, however they are just as kind and caring as before. The new payment plan is great and they are so accommodating. Keep up the good work            
        
    
                                    [image: LoopyLu4030]        
                            LoopyLu4030            16:40 18 Oct 23
                                            Dr Chadha makes me look forward to going to the dentist rather than dread it as many do! He is much more gentle than other dentists and explains everything he is doing so thoroughly. All the other staff are also very friendly and chatty. The practice is very welcoming and easy to access with its own carpark and the process was very speedy!            
        
    
                                    [image: J M James]        
                            J M James            18:06 05 Oct 23
                                            Friendly and very efficient service.All staff show a genuine interest and follow up phone call after treatment was greatly appreciated.            
        
    
                                    [image: Avneet Bisla]        
                            Avneet Bisla            19:43 18 Aug 23
                                            All of the staff are so polite and professional. Pav did an excellent job of explaining every step of the treatment and Sarah was extremely friendly and reassuring.            
        
    
                                    [image: Tom Lane]        
                            Tom Lane            22:59 26 Jul 23
                                            I had another brilliant experience at Crown House Dental Practice today courtesy of Pav and the rest of the team there. Thanks to a very fortuitous gap in Pav’s calendar, Pav managed to complete all my treatments today. Pav is very good at explaining exactly what is needed and I really appreciate the time she takes to explain some of the specifics of the treatment as she completes it. I spent the evening trying to come up a suitable recommendation for Pav and finally decided upon ‘Pav is the best dentist I have ever had!’            
        
    
                                    [image: Anna B]        
                            Anna B            16:41 13 Jul 23
                                            From being greeted at the door by name to compliments when you leave, everyone who works here are so friendly and professional.I needed a lot of work doing and Pav talked me through options, but making recommendations that weren’t a sales pitch, huge respect for that!I highly recommend Crown House for their skills, communications and friendly approach. I’ve finally found a dentist worth staying with. Thank you so much Team 🙏🏽            
        
    
                                    [image: Shane Thacker]        
                            Shane Thacker            19:43 04 Jul 23
                                            All the staff at Crown House Dental Practice are fantastic. I am an extremely nervous client and Dr Chadha was great. He reassured me continually, explaining step by step the treatment, couldn’t be better. Many thanks everyone 👏            
        
    
                                    [image: Pat Hope]        
                            Pat Hope            14:24 15 May 23
                                            Been a regular here for many years and have been completely at ease at every  visit. Fortunately I have not required any extensive treatment, but if I did, I would be quite happy to see Kav and his  team            
        
    
                                    [image: Charlotte Cross]        
                            Charlotte Cross            16:15 20 Apr 23
                                            From the practice door opening to saying goodbye, you are greeted and treated by a warm, professional, welcoming personal service. I love the reminders of when my next appointment is due. Excellent treatment and care 👍👍            
        
    
                                    [image: paul bartholomew]        
                            paul bartholomew            17:22 26 Jan 23
                                            I am a nervous patient but everyone was friendly  and put me at ease.My filling is great, Kav is so professional and reassuring.  He completed it with out fuss and made me feel comfortable and confident in his work.Christine            
        
    
                                    [image: Jane Devitt]        
                            Jane Devitt            12:34 09 Dec 22
                                            I was nervous about having a tooth out but Kav was brilliant. He explained every step and put me at ease. Charlotte, too, was so friendly during the procedure. Thank you both, as well as Norma who does such a great job at the front desk and on the phone.            
        
    
                                    [image: Pauline Milnes]        
                            Pauline Milnes            18:44 22 Nov 22
                                            I was very impressed with Kav at my first appointment with him for a check-up six months ago. His professional, yet charming and friendly disposition would put any child or adult at ease. I’ve just had a filling replaced, and the painless procedure seemed to take less time than it actually did, and that’s a first! Through  each step,  Kav mentioned what would be happening, and any anxious patient would be calmed by his reassuring manner. Charlotte silently and efficiently glides   around between assisting Kav and ministering to patient. She magically appears wherever she’s needed! Norma (Reception) completes the highly positive patient experience  with her friendly greeting upon arrival and departure, and nothing is too much trouble for her when arranging an appointment by telephone. Crown House Dental Practice deserves a crown 👑 !            
        
    
                                    [image: Suzanne Owen]        
                            Suzanne Owen            12:17 02 Nov 22
                                            The Team at Crown House Dental Practice are professional, caring and friendly. I have been with the practice for a number of years & Dr Kav Chadha took over the practice from Dr Eid relatively recently. Kav along with his Team of Charlotte & Norma provide a first class service and I would not hesitate to highly recommend them.            
        
    
                                    [image: Martin Williams]        
                            Martin Williams            20:03 17 Oct 22
                                            What a wonderful experience I had, from the moment you walk in a reassuring smile from the receptionist Norma and calming conversation with Charlotte.I hadn’t visited the dentist for a long time they both made me feel relaxed and comfortable, I had extensive work done including a removal no problems to report very pleased with the wonderful treatment I received very professional and not to expensive very pleased I will be recommending this dentist to friends and family thanks again see you soon.            
        
    
                                    [image: alan rose]        
                            alan rose            19:57 06 Oct 22
                                            Absolutely superb dental practice. Sorted out emergency dental work very quickly. Without doubt the best dentist I have ever used.            
        
    
                                    [image: Simon Myers]        
                            Simon Myers            16:23 27 Sep 22
                                            Excellent experience. Dr. Kaval Chadha is professional, thorough and quickly put me at ease; no pain and a great result. All staff -   Sarah, Charlotte and Norma are helpful and welcoming.            
        
    
                                    [image: Francesca Longhorne]        
                            Francesca Longhorne            08:11 23 Sep 22
                                            Been a patient here for a while and have just seen the new dentist, Dr Kav Chadha. He was really friendly, knowledgeable and instantly put me at ease. He talked through any concerns I had and was thorough in history taking and the examination. The advice and recommendations he gave me, reassured me that he puts his patient's health and wellbeing first.The rest of the team, Charlotte and Norma, were lovely too!I would highly recommend the practice to anyone (especially those with dentist anxiety!) as they give such good patient care and overall, it was an excellent experience.            
        
    
                                    [image: Spim Spasmos]        
                            Spim Spasmos            11:10 15 Jun 22
                                            These guys helped me out at incredibly short notice when I was in absolute agony with an abccess.  A and E and the emergency dentist could not help but these guys could, went completely out their way to be honest. Under new management but the same excellent personable service seems to be in evidence.  Thanks guys and hope to see you soon but not under the same circumstances, ha ha Thanks again as very grateful given the extreme pain I was in.            
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